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SQL HacksO'Reilly, 2006
 Whether you're running Access, MySQL, SQL Server, Oracle, or PostgreSQL, this book will help you push the limits of traditional SQL to squeeze data effectively from your database. The book offers 100 hacks -- unique tips and tools -- that bring you the knowledge of experts who apply what they know in the real world to help you...
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Cooperation in Wireless Networks: Principles and Applications: Real Egoistic Behavior Is to Cooperate!Springer, 2006
Cooperation in Wireless Networks: Principles and Applications covers the underlying principles of cooperative techniques as well as several applications demonstrating the use of such techniques in practical systems. The work is written in a collaborative manner by several authors from Asia, America, and Europe. Twenty chapters introduce and...
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Modern Information Processing: From Theory to ApplicationsElsevier Limited, 2006
The volume "Modern Information Processing: From Theory to Applications," edited by Bernadette Bouchon-Meunier, Giulianella Coletti and Ronald Yager, is a collection of carefully selected papers drawn from the program of IPMU'04, which was held in Perugia, Italy.
 
The book represents the cultural policy of IPMU conference which...
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Software Engineering 3: Domains, Requirements, and Software Design (Texts in Theoretical Computer Science. An EATCS Series) (v. 3)Springer, 2006
From the reviews:
 

"The presentation is focused on the fundamental ideas of domain engineering, requirements engineering and computer system engineering. … The rigorous treatment and the author’s original style of viewing the software engineering approaches are important, outstanding features … . is of...
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Logic and the Modalities in the Twentieth Century, Volume 7 (Handbook of the History of Logic)North Holland, 2006

	Logic and the Modalities in the Twentieth Century is an indispensable research tool for anyone interested in the development of logic, including researchers, graduate and senior undergraduate students in logic, history of logic, mathematics, history of mathematics, computer science and artificial intelligence, linguistics, cognitive science,...
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Enterprise Service Computing: From Concept to DeploymentIGI Global, 2006

	The developed economy is shifting from being manufacturing based to services based. Different from the traditional manufacturing business, the services business is more complicated and dynamic, and end-user driven rather than product driven. To stay competitive, an enterprise thus has to rethink its business strategies and revamp its...
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Bridging Scales and Knowledge Systems: Concepts and Applications in Ecosystem AssessmentIsland Press, 2006

	The Millennium Ecosystem Assessment (MA) was carried out between 2001
	and 2005 to assess the consequences of ecosystem change for human well-being
	and to establish the basis for actions needed to enhance the conservation and
	sustainable use of ecosystems and their contributions to human well-being.
	The MA was originally conceived as a...
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The Magic Eightball Test: A Christian Defense of Halloween and All Things SpookyLulu.com, 2006

	What happens when a pumpkin carving, trick or treating, late night monster movie watching monster fan becomes a Christian? Is Halloween now off-limits? Is the whole thing pagan, occult, satanic? Is a love for spooky things and Gothic detail just plain sick? Lint Hatcher, past editor of Wonder magazine and all-purpose pop culture maven,...
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Foundations for Guided-Wave OpticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2006

	A classroom-tested introduction to integrated and fiber optics


	This text offers an in-depth treatment of integrated and fiber optics, providing graduate students, engineers, and scientists with a solid foundation of the principles, capabilities, uses, and limitations of guided-wave optic devices and systems. In addition to...
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Imaging of Orthopedic Sports Injuries (Medical Radiology)Springer, 2006

	This volume provides an updated review of imaging abnormalities in orthopedic sports injuries. The first part of the book contains background information on relevant basic science and general imaging principles in sports traumatology. The second part comprises a topographic discussion of sports injuries. Each chapter highlights the merits of...
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Ajax For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2006
Create Web applications that act like desktop ones
Brush up on JavaScript,® use free Ajax frameworks, and make your sites rock     

What if shoppers at your online store could fill their carts without waiting for multiple page refreshes? What if searches produced instant results on the same page?  With this book you won't have to...
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Expert C# 2005 Business Objects, Second EditionApress, 2006
This book is about application architecture, design, and development in .NET using objectoriented
concepts. The focus is on business-focused objects called business objects, and how to
implement them to work in various distributed environments, including web and client/server
configurations. The book makes use of a great many .NET...
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